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Integrated into the second EuroACE Series of Online Workshops entitled “Renovation Wave in Action: 
Sharing Experiences”, this webinar will focus on one-stop shops for energy renovation and on the 
experience of the EU-Funded, INNOVATE Project.  From the INNOVATE partners, the French partner, 
Énergies Demain, will share its experience and expertise on the subject.  INNOVATE is a 3-year EU-funded 
project with the objective to upgrade, develop and roll-out integrated energy efficiency service packages 
in 11 targeted territories, known as one-stop shops.  Through this webinar, policymakers, the INNOVATE 
partners and EuroACE (the European Alliance of Companies for Energy Efficiency in Buildings) will share 
their policy recommendations to boost the roll-out of one-stop shops across the EU and provide ideas on 
how the upcoming Renovation Wave Initiative can be leveraged to dramatically scale-up their deployment.  
 

Draft Agenda  

Opening and Guidance to Participants: Adrian Joyce, EuroACE 

Introduction on OSS & presentation of Innovate project: Jana Cicmanova, Energy Cities 

Policy insight from the EP perspective: Ciaran Cuffe, Member of the European Parliament 

Policy insight and the experience of Énergies Demain: Françoise Réfabert, Energies Demain 

Policy insight from the Industry: Céline Carré, Vice-President of EuroACE 

Q&A Session moderated by:  Adrian Joyce, EuroACE 

Conclusions: Jana Cicmanova, Energy Cities 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

“Integrated Renovation Programmes and One-stop Shops: The INNOVATE Partners’ experience” 
20th of May 2020 

(15:00-16:15) 
Via GoToMeeting 
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For further information, contact: 
EuroACE 
Eva Brardinelli, Communications and Events Officer 
eva.brardinelli@euroace.org  
www.euroace.org  
 
Energy Cities 
Thibaut Marquin, Project Manager 
thibaut.maraquin@energy-cities.eu 
www.energy-cities.eu  

 
The organisers: 
 
About EuroACE 
EuroACE represents Europe’s leading companies involved with the manufacture, distribution and installation of energy 
saving goods and services for buildings. EuroACE members employ around 200,000 people in these activities in Europe 
and have around 900 production facilities and office locations. The mission of EuroACE is to work together with the EU 
institutions to help Europe move towards a more efficient use of energy in buildings, thereby contributing to Europe’s 
commitments on climate change, energy security and economic growth. 
 
EuroACE Members (2020) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

About Energy Cities 
 
Energy Cities is a network of 1,000 local governments in 30 countries. We believe that the energy transition is about 
more than renewable energy or great technologies: It is about a wise use of resources while strengthening local 
participation and well-being in a democratic Europe. 
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